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Framing the Reading 

Charles Bazerman is a widely published scholar of writing and the teaching of writing. He

serves as Professor in the Department of Education at the University of California, Santa

Barbara. If you read the introduction to Chapter 2, and any of the selections in Ch
_
apter 2,

you will be well prepared to understand his claims in this reading. He tells you 1mmed1-

ately that "people using text create new realities of meaning, relations, a
_
nd knowledge" 

(para. 1). The introduction to Chapter 2 gave a simple example of how th1S might happen

through a fundraising letter written by a food bank staff pe
_
rson. Bazerman provides a 

more complex example in the first part of this selection, describing how a wntten univer

sity policy influences what he calls "social facts," "those things people believe to be true"

(para. 8). . . . 
Bazerman provides a lot of new vocabulary for you in this chapter, including genre,

genre sets, genre systems, systems of human activity, and speec� �ct. This might seem

overwhelming at first. However, he is extremely careful about defining all of these terms

and he always gives examples of what the terms mean. Students can usually grasp these

ideas fairly quickly by applying them to situations that are familiar to them, as Victoria

Marro's paper showed in Chapter 2. Early on, Bazerman gives you a number o_
f reasons �hy

understanding this material will help you in very practical ways: by responding effectively

as a writer to new situations, by helping you understand when texts you or someone e!se

wrote don't work as you had hoped, by helping you figure out when a group's activities are

not working as planned and then revising texts so that the group can better accomplish its

work. Being able to do these things will help you right away, in situations as varied as your

sorority and fraternity or a job internship. 

Bazerman has authored at least eighteen books, edited at least eleven other books, and

written over 120 articles and book chapters on a variety of aspects of writing, including the

history of scientific writing and the use of writing in advancing technology and developing

academic disciplines. 
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